Easter Traditions Editing Task
Easter is a Christian festival which celebrates jesus coming back to life.
Easter is on different days each year, between 21st March and 25th
april, depending on when there is a full moon in spring. we often know
Easter is coming because shops are filled wih shiny chocolate eggs,
fluffy toy chicks and chocolate bunnies Wot do we know aboot these
sweet treats tht tell uz Easter is near
a favourite part of Easter fr a lot of children is eating yummy chocolate
eggs Today, they are often wrapped in foil with bright colours and
different patterns Giving real eggs at Easter time is a very old tradition
as eggs kan be a symbol of new life. the very first chocolate eggs were
made in france and Germany in the early 19th century but teh first
chocolate eggs made in england were by fry and Sons chocolate
makers in 1873 They wer not lik the chocolate eggs we eat today They
were made of dark, bitter chocolate and were decorated with large
marzipan flowers Thy felt gritty when they were eaten. cadbury’s then
made their first chocolate egg two years later in 1875. the eggs were
very popular and soon lots of factories mad them. eventually, more
people gave them az a gift than real eggs
Another tradition at ths time of year is the arrival of the Easter Bunny
who often hides eggs for children to find However, it iz not always a
bunny who brings the eggs. in countries such as switzerland, the eggs r
hidden by a cuckoo and by a fox in parts of Germany
Easter is also celebrated with lots of different cakes, bread and sweets.
hot cross buns are sold in many shops and easter cakes are carefully
decorated with rabbits, chicks and eggs In many homes, families
celebrate Easter with a large family meal
Editing Challenge
1. Circle 14 missing capital letters in blue.
2. Mark 11 missing full stops in red.
3. Underline 15 spelling mistakes in green.
4. Mark 1 missing question mark in yellow.
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Easter Traditions Editing Task
Easter is a Christian festival which celebrates Jesus coming back to life.
Easter is on different days each year, between 21st March and 25th April,
depending on when there is a full moon in spring. We often know Easter
is coming because shops are filled with shiny chocolate eggs, fluffy toy
chicks and chocolate bunnies. What do we know about these sweet treats
that tell us Easter is near?
A favourite part of Easter for a lot of children is eating yummy chocolate
eggs. Today, they are often wrapped in foil with bright colours and
different patterns. Giving real eggs at Easter time is a very old tradition
as eggs can be a symbol of new life. The very first chocolate eggs were
made in France and Germany in the early 19th century but the first
chocolate eggs made in England were by Fry and Sons chocolate makers
in 1873. They were not like the chocolate eggs we eat today. They were
made of dark, bitter chocolate and were decorated with large marzipan
flowers. They felt gritty when they were eaten. Cadbury’s then made their
first chocolate egg two years later in 1875. The eggs were very popular
and soon lots of factories made them. Eventually, more people gave them
as a gift rather than real eggs.
Another tradition at this time of year is the arrival of the Easter Bunny
who often hides eggs for children to find. However, it is not always a
bunny who brings the eggs. In Switzerland, the eggs are hidden by a
cuckoo and in parts of Germany it is done by a fox.
Easter is also celebrated with lots of different cakes, bread and sweets.
Hot cross buns are sold in many shops and Easter cakes are carefully
decorated with rabbits, chicks and eggs. In many homes, families
celebrate Easter with a large family meal.
Editing Challenge
1. Circle 14 missing capital letters in blue.
2. Mark 11 missing full stops in red.
3. Underline 15 spelling mistakes in green.
4. Mark 1 missing question mark in yellow.
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